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ABSTRACT

The HIV pandemic has led to close to 40 million
people living with HIV (PLWH) worldwide. To
date, SARS-CoV2 has affected [ 220 million
people, and unprecedented global efforts have
resulted in almost 6000 million doses of SARS-

CoV2 vaccines being administered. Although
several specific COVID-19 antiviral and anti-
inflammatory treatments and SARS-CoV2 vac-
cines have been approved, the data available to
support their use in specific populations such as
PLWH remain limited. PLWH includes a range
of individuals from practically unaffected
immunity to severely immunocompromised
individuals, and preventive and therapeutic
interventions should be tailored for these sub-
groups . However, in most randomized clinical
trials regarding antivirals, immunomodulators
and vaccines for COVID-19, PLWH have been
excluded or only enrolled in small numbers
leading to a paucity of data. We briefly discuss
the current evidence for prevention and treat-
ment of COVID-19 in PLWH and identify key
areas where more information is required.
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Key Summary Points

Specific data on preventive measures and
therapies for COVID-19 in people living
with HIV (PLWH) remain extremely
limited

PLWH should be prioritized for
vaccination especially those with low
CD4 ? T-cell counts

There is insufficient evidence to select one
type of vaccine for PLWH over another.
RNA-based vaccines may be preferable on
theoretical grounds

Vaccine responses are expected to be lower
than in the general population especially
in those with low CD4 T-cell counts

There is not conclusive evidence of useful
efficacy of any antiretroviral drug for
treatment or prevention of SARS-CoV2;
studies are ongoing

Management of PLWH with COVID-19
should follow recommendations for the
general population considering specific
issues such as drug-drug interactions and
overlapped toxicities with antiretroviral
drugs

The COVID-19 research agenda should
include trials in specific populations such
as PLWH

INTRODUCTION

Currently, there are nearly 40 million people
living with HIV (PLWH). Of them, 12.6 million
PLWH are still not receiving antiretroviral
therapy (ART), and the attributable global
mortality due to HIV was still 690,000 deaths in
2019 [1].

SARS-CoV2 has caused 225 million cases and
nearly 5 million deaths, according to a Johns
Hopkins University tool (https://coronavirus.
jhu.edu/map.html. Accessed 19 Sept 2021).

Prevalence of infection is evolving and depends
on location, time, and transmission patterns. A
recent meta-analysis of 14 studies including
7700 PLWH reported a prevalence of 0.77%
[95% confidence interval (CI) 0.39–1.51] and a
mortality rate of 8.8% (95% CI 5.8–13.2) [2].
The actual prevalence could be much higher
because of the limited number of studies from
low- and middle-income countries, where
access to diagnosis for both diseases is limited
and HIV prevalence is high. A systematic review
that included 4735 PLWH and 172,451 controls
suggests no impact of HIV on mortality [RR 0.99
(95% CI 0.82–1.19)] [3] but this contrasts with
another recent review reporting a two times
increased risk of COVID-19-related death
among PLWH [4].

The pandemic can also have an effect on
many of the challenges faced by PLWH, such as
mental health problems, substance abuse, pov-
erty, lack of family support, and stigma, which
exacerbates morbidity and mortality and
increases the likelihood of adverse outcomes
[9].

Several therapies have shown some efficacy
for COVID-19, and several SARS-CoV2 vaccines
have been preliminarily approved by different
organizations. Prevention and treatment of
COVID-19 in PLWH will depend on the results
of studies showing the efficacy of interventions
in this specific population, availability, national
policies and prioritization that will result in real
access and coverage. However, so far much of
the data are limited.

We summarize the status of vaccines and
other preventive strategies and therapeutic
approaches for COVID-19 in PLWH.

This article is based on previously conducted
studies and does not contain any new studies
with human participants or animals performed
by any of the authors.

PREVENTION OF SARS-COV2
INFECTION IN PLWH

Social distancing and consultation modalities
such as tele-health have been revealed to be
very useful, particularly for PLWH, to reduce
exposure to the hospital environment and
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decrease COVID-19 cases. However, PLWH have
disproportionally suffered from isolation,
depression and other psychosocial issues during
pandemic lockdowns. In addition, complete
lockdowns may lead to ART supply discontinu-
ations for PLWH. Thus, these preventive mea-
sures should be applied considering the
potential negative consequences in this group
[5].

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT AVAILABLE
SARS-COV2 VACCINES

A number of vaccines against COVID-19 have
been rapidly developed, and it is expected that
their expanded access will help to curb the
global pandemic [6]. Vaccines were initially
allocated to high-priority groups such as essen-
tial frontline workers, the elderly and persons
with high risk medical conditions [7, 8]. In a
joint statement, several medical national HIV
societies and the European AIDS Clinical Soci-
ety proposed that PLWH with low CD4 counts
(\350/ll), detectable viraemia and comorbidi-
ties should be prioritized for COVID-19 vacci-
nation. However, the same statement
acknowledges that the extent to which PLWH
should be prioritized, over other high-risk per-
sons, is uncertain, which probably reflects the
current heterogeneous strategies for PLWH
vaccination across Europe [9]. Given that the
World Health Organization’s Global Clinical
Platform for COVID-19 study has suggested a
poor COVID-19 clinical outcome in PLWH, this
organization also recommends PLWH as a pri-
ority group for vaccination (https://www.who.
int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-
Clinical-HIV-2021.1). In this platform, how-
ever, most of the included PLWH were from
South Africa, limiting the generalization of the
recommendation. Another recent study also
suggests a poor outcome in PLWH with CD4 ?

T-cell count \ 200 cells/mm3, supporting the
WHO recommendation for vaccination priority
in PLWH [10]. In addition, immunocompro-
mised PLWH may benefit from additional doses
of vaccines, as is recommended for other dis-
eases such as HBV or yellow fever [11].

ATTITUDES TOWARD COVID-19
VACCINE IN PLWH

There are still very few data on attitudes toward
COVID-19 vaccine in PLWH. A global multi-
country online survey, disseminated via social
media and associations related to PLWH,
showed that 76.1% of 247 respondents would
be willing to receive the vaccine. In this small
survey, there were no differences in vaccine
acceptability rate between low- and high-in-
come countries [12]. A French single-centre
online survey on COVID-19 vaccine accept-
ability revealed that around one third of the
participants would hesitate to receive a coron-
avirus vaccine. Reasons listed for vaccine hesi-
tancy included general vaccine refusal, fear of
adverse reactions, and assumed COVID-19
immunity. Those in favour expressed concerns
about their health—including chronic disease—
as reasons for vaccine acceptability [13–16].

COVID-19 VACCINE OUTCOMES
IN PLWH

Although the number of PLWH participating in
trials that evaluated COVID-19 vaccines is very
limited, the World Health Organization,
UNAIDS and clinical societies express confi-
dence in vaccine safety and effectiveness in this
key population [9, 17, 18]. BNT162b2 (Pfizer)
mRNA vaccine phase 2/3 trial included 196
PLWH (0.5% of total participants), but the effi-
cacy and safety data of the vaccine were not
reported for this population [19]. mRNA-1273
(Moderna) trial included 176 PLWH (0.6% of
total participants) of whom 90 received the
vaccine and none had COVID-19 infection after
receiving the two scheduled doses (100% vac-
cine efficacy) [20, 21]. Ad26.COV2.S adenovirus
26 vector vaccine (Janssen/Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccine) trial has included what, to
date, is the largest number of PLWH: 467 well-
controlled PLWH (virologically suppressed,
CD4 cell count C 300 cells/ll on stable ART)
received a single dose of the vaccine and 498
received placebo. At 28 days post-vaccination,
two persons from the vaccine group and four
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from the placebo group had moderate to sev-
ere/critical COVID-19 (vaccine efficacy 47.5%,
confidence interval [CI] - 266.0–95.3%), with-
out any significant differences in safety [22].

In South Africa, where the Beta variant virus
(B.1.351) was predominant at the time of the
study, the phase 2a-b trial evaluating the NVX-
CoV2373 (Novavax) vaccine included medically
stable PLWH (6% of the total COVID-19
seronegative sample) randomized to receive two
doses of the recombinant protein vaccine or
placebo. In PLWH, symptomatic COVID-19
infection (a minimum of 7 days after second
dose) occurred among COVID-19-seronegative
participants in 4/76 of those receiving the vac-
cine and 2/72 from the placebo group, without
any case reported in COVID19-seropositive
participants from either intervention group.
This trial was not powered to detect efficacy in
PLWH, and authors advocate for a cautious
interpretation of the results of this study con-
sidering the limited sample of HIV-infected
participants [23].

Gam-COVID-Vac/Sputnik V (Gamaleya
Institute), WIV04 and HB02 (Sinopharm) and
CoronaVac (Sinovac) have excluded PLWH
from their pivotal trials [24–26].

A sub-study in PLWH within the COV002
trial for the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19/AZD1222 (Astra
Zeneca) vaccine [27] analysed the immuno-
genicity and safety of two doses of this vaccine
in 54 participants from two UK clinics under
ART with controlled viremia and CD4[350
cells/per ll. Compared to HIV-uninfected per-
sons of the same age, there were no differences
in humoral and cell-mediated immune response
after 56 days of follow-up [28]. An interim
analysis of the COV005 trial in South Africa for
the same vaccine showed that two doses were
well tolerated with similar neutralizing response
patterns in PLWH and HIV-negative partici-
pants [29]. A prospective study of the BNT162b2
(Pfizer) vaccine conducted in 143 virologically
suppressed PLWH with high CD4 T-cell count
found that 97% developed anti-RBD-IgG in this
group, while 98.9% did in the control group.
Neutralizing activity was similar in both groups
[30]. In a small study (12 PLWH vs. 17 controls)
of the same vaccine robust immune responses
were observed in PLWH, comparable to

responses in healthy donors [31]. Following
natural SARS-CoV2 infection, immune respon-
ses in PLWH were similar to those of immuno-
competent convalescent patients developing
similar COVID-19 disease severity in another
recent study [32].

There are other studies that will likely bring
light to our current areas of uncertainty for
COVID-19 vaccines in PLWH: there is an
ongoing trial with NVX-CoV2373 (Novavax)
including a cohort of PLWH to specifically
study the immunogenicity of the vaccine
(NCT04533399) and the CoronaVac (Sinovac)
vaccine will be evaluated in a Brazilian trial
including PLWH (NCT04754698). In Argentina,
a Phase IIB study will evaluate immunogenicity
of the CanSino Adenovirus 5 vaccine in PLWH.
Also, two European cohorts will investigate the
immunogenicity, safety and efficacy of COVID-
19 vaccines in PLWH (NCT04844489,
NCT04805125). Of note, one matched case-
control observational trial found that PLWH
had lower IgG SARS-COV2 concentrations after
the infection compared to non-HIV partici-
pants, which questions the immune response to
COVID-19 of PLWH, which may also affect
vaccine immunogenicity and consequently
vaccine efficacy [33]. As none of the approved
vaccines is a live-attenuated vaccine, no safety
concerns should be expected, although
immunogenicity could potentially be lower in
immunosuppressed PLWH. PLWH can also lose
antibodies more rapidly than uninfected indi-
viduals, and more studies can shed light on the
potential impact of additional vaccine doses in
this population [34]. Surrogate measures of
immune response and protection following
SARS-CoV2 vaccination are still poorly estab-
lished in the general population and thus also
unknown in PLWH. A summary of available
data for PLWH from SARS-CoV2 vaccine trials is
shown in Table 1.

OTHER COVID-19 PREVENTION
MEASURES IN PLWH

Some studies are examining the potential
activity of some antiretrovirals in preventing
COVID-19 [35]. A Spanish cohort study found
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that those receiving TDF/FTC had a reduced risk
of COVID-19 diagnosis and hospitalization [36].
In line with these results, a South African cohort
study also found reduced COVID-19 mortality
among PLWH receiving TDF/FTC compared to
abacavir/zidovudine [37]. However, the COV-
IDHIVPrEP study retrospectively analyzed the
attack rate of COVID-19 infection among PLWH
and receiving PrEP and found no significant
differences compared to the general population,
and a recent French study found similar preva-
lence of SARS-CoV-2 IgG in PrEP users and in a
matched cohort in the Paris region after the
COVID-19 lockdown, suggesting that TDF/FTC
has no role in reducing SARSCoV- 2 acquisition
[38–41].

Protease inhibitors (PIs) were widely pre-
scribed in the initial stages of the pandemic.

Current guidelines do not recommend PIs for
COVID-19 treatment [42], but a prospective
cohort study in France will compare incidence
of COVID-19 in PLWH receiving PIs compared
to other ART (COVIP, NCT04357639). COVID-
19 protective effect of TDF or PI in PLWH
remains inconclusive [43], and several clinical
HIV societies have expressed that changing ART
for this reason is unjustified [9].

Few other trials are evaluating preventive
drug strategies for PLWH in particular. Nita-
zoxanide, an antiprotozoal drug with in vitro
activity against SARS-CoV-2, is currently being
investigated in a randomized trial conducted in
South Africa aimed at PLWH and adults at high
risk for severe disease (NCT04523090).

Finally, there is a scarcity of studies analyz-
ing whether in PLWH there are any differences

Table 1 Results from vaccines approved by WHO and/or with evidence from phase III clinical trials reporting data for
PLWH

Vaccine (company) Type Dose
number/
interval

HIV
participants
number

End point Efficacy in PLWH

BNT162b2 (Pfizer-

BioNTech) (16)

mRNA

vaccine

2 doses/

3 weeks

196 COVID-19

ocurrence

NR

mRNA-1273

(Moderna) (17)

mRNA

vaccine

2 doses/

4 weeks

176 (90

vaccine)

COVID-19

occurrence

100%

Ad26.COV2.S

(Janssen/Johnson

& Johnson) (19)

Adenovirus

26 vector

Single dose 965 (467

vaccine)

Moderate to

severe/critical

COVID-19

ocurrence

47.5% (CI - 266.0–95.3%)

ChAdOx1 nCoV-

19/AZD1222

(University of

Oxford/

AstraZeneca/

Serum Institute of

India), COV002

sub-study (25)

Chimpanzee

adenovirus

vector

2 doses/

4–12 weeks

(4–6 weeks

for PLWH)

54 Reactogenicity

compared to

non-HIV

No difference in magnitude or

persistence of SARS-CoV-2

spike-specific humoral or

cellular responses

NVX-CoV2373

(Novavax) (20)

Recombinant

protein

2 doses/

3 weeks

Full number

NR

COVID-19

occurrence

NR

CI confidence interval, NR not reported
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in the effectiveness of other preventive mea-
sures for COVID-19 such as lockdowns, social
distancing and face masking. However, espe-
cially in resource-limited settings PLWH may be
at higher risk of food insecurity, domestic vio-
lence, mental health disease and loss of access
to care associated with COVID-19 lockdowns
[44, 45], which highlights the importance of
ensuring continuous medical and social support
even when a pandemic is ongoing in vulnerable
collectives [46].

TREATMENT OF SARS-COV2
INFECTION IN PLWH

Therapeutic Agents

Several pharmacological therapies have shown
efficacy for COVID-19 and many are under
evaluation in ongoing clinical trials. Current
available clinical practice guidelines offer sev-
eral recommendations on pharmacological
management, based on emerging evidence.
However, little is known about COVID-19
treatment in PLWH [5]. Nevertheless, many of
the clinical trials of approved COVID-19

therapies excluded PLWH and, when included,
no outcomes were reported in this population.
If available information for SARS-CoV2 preven-
tion in PLWH is limited, this is even more
remarkable for SARS-CoV2 treatment, where
there are almost no available data on this
population.

In Supplemental Table 1 we have summa-
rized the available information on the main
antiviral therapies (e.g., remdesivir or barici-
tinib, among others) [51–56], immunomodula-
tors (e.g., steroids or specific IL blockers) [57–73]
and anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibody products
[50, 74–84]. As shown in Suppl. table 1, the
inclusion of PLWH was extremely low, or even
not reported. While it is expected that in PLWH
on ART and with high CD4 T-cell count treat-
ment responses should be similar to those of the
general population, this may not be necessarily
the case for PLWH with more advanced disease.
In these patients, duration and/or doses of
specific therapies may differ. In addition,
specific issues for this population should be
considered as differential diagnosis and co-in-
fections which may require tailored specific
approaches.

Fig. 1 Main features of prevention and treatment of COVID-19 in people living with HIV (PLWH)
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DISCUSSION

As previously shown, the inclusion of PLWH in
RCT has been very low for vaccines and treat-
ments and most of the recommendations
adopted by scientific societies remain theoreti-
cal for this population, until more data become
available. We have appraised the available evi-
dence in this commentary article and the main
features are highlighted in Fig. 1 .

Social distancing and lockdowns have been
shown to decrease SARS-CoV2 transmission
during the waves of the pandemic. Their psy-
chosocial consequences, however, may be seri-
ous in PLWH and may risk ART supply and
services disruptions [5]. Vaccination is recom-
mended for all PLWH, despite low CD4 cell
count, although observational studies showed
lower response in this population [47]. Different
vaccination strategies should be considered to
achieve and maintain long-term immunity.
Additional booster doses of mRNA vaccines are
under consideration in immunocompromised
patients as they could increase immunogenicity
and have demonstrated to be safe in small RCT
[48]. This strategy has been practiced with other
vaccines for PLWH, e.g., booster doses or
increased doses of hepatitis B virus vaccine in
patients with poor response [49] and a booster
dose of yellow fever vaccine for specific high
risk populations has also been recommended by
the CDC [11]. This strategy is particularly rele-
vant for the Delta variant where neutralizing
titres reached by the vaccines need to be high.
Data so far in the early follow-up indicate a
similar immune response to COVID-19 vacci-
nation as the general population in virologically
suppressed PLWH in good immunological con-
dition [28, 31]. To date, there is not a preferred
vaccine for PLWH. It would be reasonable to
prioritize vaccines with the highest response
rates (RNA-based) when possible, but no delay
in vaccination is recommended and PLWH
should get vaccinated as soon as possible with
the available vaccines, starting with those with
low CD4 T-cell count. No safety concerns
should be expected since none of the COVID-19
vaccines is an attenuated-virus vaccine and they
can be given to people with any level of

immunity. Thus, the benefits of vaccination in
PLWH outweigh the risks.

Regarding pharmacological prevention mea-
sures, to date, there is no evidence to support
any ARV for prevention of COVID-19, and
switching ART for this reason is unjustified, but
ongoing RCT will probably definitively clarify
this. Available evidence in PLWH is scarce, as
RCTs have not included PLWH and, when
included, no outcomes were reported in this
patient group. However, the high prevalence of
comorbidities in PLWH should be kept in mind,
such as cardiovascular disease, chronic lung
disease, diabetes and obesity, which increase
their risk, as in the general population. In the
presence of comorbidities and/or in PLWH not
on ART or with low CD4 cell count, poorer
responses to SARS-CoV2 therapies are expected
compared to the general population. In addi-
tion, despite antiviral therapy (such as remde-
sivir), protracted disease and longer SARS-CoV2
replication could be expected [5].

Most COVID-19 studies in PLWH have been
conducted in high-income countries where a
high proportion of PLWH is successfully treated
and virologically suppressed; data in PLWH not
receiving antiretroviral therapy or with
impaired cell immunity (\350, and particu-
larly\ 200 CD4 T-cells) are scarce [30, 70]. It
has to be assumed that such patients are at
highest risk for severe COVID-19 and poor
outcomes [7, 70]. Thus, they should have a tai-
lored approach: clinicians should beware of co-
infections such as tuberculosis, pneumocystis or
strongyloides and be cautious when prescribing
steroids, tocilizumab or other immunomodula-
tors, as they can exacerbate HIV-related
immune suppression. This patient group should
also be prioritized for vaccination (despite
probably poor responses).

Potential drug-drug interactions (DDI) must
be considered when managing PLWH coin-
fected with COVID-19, especially in those
patients receiving boosted ARVs (with cobicistat
or ritonavir), as these drugs are CYP 3A substrate
and have a high potential for pharmacokinetic
interaction with other drugs of hepatic meta-
bolism such as steroids, although dose modifi-
cations are not required. DDIs among steroids,
doravirine and rilpivirine have to be considered
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also, as steroids are moderate CYP3A4 inducers
and could decrease doravirine and rilpivirine
efficacy. Increasing doravirine and rilpivirine
doses to 100 mg BD and 50 mg QD, respectively,
for approximately 2 weeks should be considered
after the end of dexamethasone or switching to
an alternative ARV in the case of rilpivirine
(https://www.covid19-druginteractions.org).
DDIs are not relevant with remdesivir.

Potential overlapping toxicities between
ARVs and COVID-19 treatment drugs must be
also monitored. Liver injury has been reported
with tocilizumab and remdesivir and could
enhance hepatotoxicity of certain ARVs such as
PIs, cobicistat-boosted ARVs and non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitors [71, 72]. Kidney
injury has also been reported with remdesivir
administration; thus, renal function must be
closely monitored, especially in patients receiv-
ing nephrotoxic ARVs such as TDF [72]. Appro-
priate prophylaxis for opportunistic infections
should be initiated when indicated.

Monoclonal antibodies and convalescent
plasma seem promising in mild to moderate
COVID-19 to avoid progression to severe disease
in high-risk patients, including immunosup-
pressed individuals and especially in SARS-Cov-
2 seronegative patients [53]. Specific data in
PLWH are not available yet but they could have
a role in avoiding disease progression in
patients with low CD4 T-cell count and in
patients with persistent infection.

Important studies are still ongoing that will
probably clarify relevant issues on prevention
and treatment of COVID-19 in PLWH and will
be worth reading when published. Some of
them are the Novavax (NCT04533399), ChA-
dOx1 nCoV-19 (NCT04444674), COVIVAC-ID
(NCT04844489) and COVERALL
(NCT04805125) trials, which are evaluating
vaccines in PLWH; the trials on monoclonal
antibodies, which seem promising for the
treatment of immunosuppressed COVID-19
patients, include: RECOVERY, BLAZE-1
(NCT04427501), BLAZE-4 (NCT04634409),
R10933-10987-COV-2067 (NCT04425629) and
COMET-ICE (NCT04545060). The results of
these studies will probably clarify the landscape
of COVID-19 prevention and treatment in
PLWH.

In conclusion, regarding SARS-CoV2 pre-
vention, general measures such as social dis-
tancin g and lockdowns are useful to decrease
transmission, but their consequences have to be
balanced carefully in PLWH in terms of psy-
chosocial consequences and risk of ART dis-
ruptions. PLWH should be prioritized for
vaccination, especially those with low CD4
T-cell counts. In the small available studies,
immunogenicity of vaccines seems to be com-
parable to that of controls, although it could be
lower for the more severely immunocompro-
mised PLWH. This could be a suitable group for
administration of a third booster dose like other
groups with altered immune response . If vac-
cine availability is lacking and the pandemic is
ongoing, receiving any vaccine should be pri-
oritized rather than awaiting results of the
ongoing trials to select which would be more
effective in this population; no safety concerns
are expected in PLWH. Regarding treatment of
SARS-COV2 infection, data for PLWH are more
limited than for prevention. Waiting for specific
data , COVID-19 treatment should be the same
as for the general population considering the
particularities of this population: potential
DDIs, the specific risk of co-infections, poorer
responses to therapy and outcomes in case of
comorbidities and low CD4 cell count.

As the pandemic evolves, the research
agenda should include studies directed to
specific populations such as PLWH (among
others, e.g., transplant recipients, haematology
patients, etc.). Inclusion of PLWH in RCT (or
studies exclusively performed in this group) is
urgently needed to provide more specific data
on this population.
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